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Emazin & Good son
BAND S TORY

"
What do you get when you take an
eclectic mixture of rap styles tinged
with R&B, rock, and gospel among
other genres , and throw in hot
regional flavors from every coast in
America. You discover National
Anthems honest songs birthed out of
many phases of the creative process
presented to you by Detroit duo
Emazin & Good Son. 13 refreshing
tracks that stick to their signature
sound, songs that are simple but
powerful. Emazin and Good son's
music cross ethnic, cultural, and
religious boundaries sighting that
Gods love and the human struggle
are universal Emazin and Good Son's
appeal has less to do with the fact
that they have been recording and
rocking stages together since 2003
and more to do with the chemistry
they have from the brother- like
relationship they share. Emazin &
Good Son have shared the stage as
close as their hometown of Detroit
and as far as Atlanta Ga , Rochester
NY ,and many places in between
doing what they do best providing
soundtracks to life, making people
laugh ,cry, dance and rejoice. Emazin
the mc, self proclaimed street
preacher brings his veteran
credentials and edgy in your face
style to the masses after years of
toiling underground recording multiple
releases such as "Dear God" and
"Emazin Grace" solo as well as"
Words of flame" and "Serious"
collectively with his partner Good
Son. Emazin has done cameos for
some of gospel music's brightest and
best such as Detrick Haddon and Eric
Deion. Good Son the rapper/ singer
brings a totally different dynamic to
the game. Lyrics heavy on wordplay
and spiritual content that pull the
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Deion. Good Son the rapper/ singer
brings a totally different dynamic to
the game. Lyrics heavy on wordplay
and spiritual content that pull the
listener into his world and that world is
one of great passion for music and
the craft of rhyming and a genuine
desire to see positive change in
peoples life. Good Son is just as
comfortable leading congregations in
praise as he is reciting hot lyrics to
the masses. This combination insures
the listener musical enjoyment at its
highest level. We invite you to
experience one of the best projects of
2007 National Anthems
"
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